Introduction

Nowadays, it is known that Demodex mites play a role in the development of facial dermatoses, accompanied by the appearance of papulopustular elements (acne, rosacea) [1-4]. Moreover, the presence of mites on the skin of a person is not always accompanied by the development of a clinical picture of the disease. It can be argued that Demodex mites are conditionally pathogenic representatives of the microflora of human skin [5].

The diagnosis of "Demodecosis" is possible only after laboratory diagnosis, during which Demodex mites will be found. Accordingly, clinically diagnose "Demodecosis" is not possible. The procedure for diagnosing demodecosis in a laboratory is simple and informative, although, at the present time, it is far from ideal and requires further development.

Light Microscopy of Skin Scrapers

Laboratory diagnostics is based on the compilation of an acarogram by counting larvae, nymphs, eggs and adults and is an objective diagnostic criterion. To evaluate the ongoing therapy, repeated acarograms are performed to count the number and determine the activity of mites. The criterion for mites’ activity is the number of more than 5 adults, larvae or eggs per cm². If only products of vital activity and empty egg shells are found in the scrapings, a second study is carried out. During the treatment, the movement of Demodex mites to areas untreated with acaricidal agents was noted. In such cases, most often, mites are localized at the edge of the scalp. Since, often, mites are localized in the depth of the sebaceous-hair follicles; they can not always be detected. In this regard, light microscopy of scrapings is not a highly informative method and does not prove the absence of mites [6].

Mites can be found on the damaged area of the skin when extracting the contents of the follicle or removing eyelashes/eyebrows without damaging the hair follicles. The test material is placed on a slide with 10% alkaline solution (KOH, NaOH), covered with a slide and viewed under a small magnification of the microscope. In addition to alkali as an immersion medium, it is possible to use 50% glycerol, immersion oil. The advantage of the technique is the ability to...
analyze the presence of mites not only on the surface of the skin but also directly in the sebaceous glands. Here there is another problem - it is not always possible to get to the mites in the depths of the sebaceous glands. The disadvantage is also the traumatization of the epithelium, sometimes with the appearance of bleeding, examination of small lesions, the relative morbidity of the procedure, the discomfort of patients after epilation and the time consuming [7].

**Standardized Surface Skin Biopsy**

A standardized surface skin biopsy (SSSB) is available [6, 8, 9]. A drop of cyanocrylate glue (BF-6, sulfacrylate) is applied to the non-fatty coverslip, and then glued to the affected surface for 1 minute. On a drop of cyanoacrylate, a 1 cm² area is designated for further counting the tick-load quantitative load. After removal, an alkali solution is applied, covered with a cover glass and viewed under a microscope at a small magnification [7]. Disadvantages of the diagnosis can be that the mites do not always adhere to the surface of the drop of glue, and sometimes they can not be detected with microscopy due to the fact that between the mites and the glue there can be cornified epithelial cells or sebum. Therefore, before the study, the skin should be degreased with ether [7].

**Histology**

Another method for diagnosing demodecosis is to perform a skin biopsy followed by histology of the preparations obtained. For this purpose, puncture (punch) or excision (scalpel) method takes a small area of skin; fix it during the day with 10% neutral formalin solution, seal with paraffin and stain with hematoxylin-eosin. Histological examination gives a lot of advantages. In particular, you can completely see the sebaceous gland and the surrounding areas. The main disadvantage of the method is the traumatization of the skin with the formation of the scar, as well as the inability to examine the large surface of the skin [10].

**Dermatoscopy**

As a diagnostic tool for detecting mites of the genus Demodex Segal R. et al. (2010) suggested using a dermatoscope. When using dermatoscopy as a method of research in demodecosis, the author describes three pathognomonic characteristic features: “demodex tails” - in the form of whitish threads 1-3 mm long with localization at the mouth of the hair follicles or excretory ducts of the sebaceous glands; dilated follicles with the presence of gray or brown plugs inside, as well as horizontally arranged dilated blood vessels [11].

**Confocal Laser Scanning in Vivo Microscope**

Marvin Minsky in 1957 patented a “scanning microscope with a two-stage focusing” (the term “confocal” - based on the conjugation of foci). If a mercury or xenon lamp is used as a fluorescent light source in conventional fluorescence microscopes, then in modern confocal microscopes it is a laser. For the first time, a laser in confocal microscopy was used by Davidovich P. in 1969. A diode laser was used as a source of monochromatic and coherent light in modern confocal microscopes in order to more accurately operate the optical system of the microscope, reduce the number of glare in the images, and improve the focusing of the light beam. A focused laser beam illuminates a specific point of the skin [12]. Due to a certain microscope device, the back focus of the condenser, where the “confocal” diaphragm of the photodetector is installed, coincides with the front focus of the lens; images are obtained from a very thin layer of the object - “optical sections”. The work of the confocal laser in vivo scanning microscope is based primarily on the ability of various skin structures to refract laser radiation, thus obtaining images of epidermal and dermal layers [13] and assessing the condition of the skin vessels and the dermis fibres [14]. Confocal laser scanning in vivo microscopy is a new method for studying the structure of the skin in the form of pictures of white-grey-black shades. Images of structures are achieved by refracting light from the focal region and the deeper the area, the higher laser power is required [15]. Melanocytes and keratinocytes in the pictures look bright white, air, serous fluid - black [16]. Confocal laser scanning in vivo microscopy allows you to determine the thickness and visualize different layers of the skin. Thus, the method provides additional information on the composition and structure of the skin [17]. In ophthalmology, it is possible to visualize changes in meibomian glands in the form of enlargement or obstruction, the presence of inflammatory infiltrates, and also to detect mites of the genus Demodex [18]. The method of confocal laser scanning in vivo microscopy can be equated to a histological examination of the skin with the advantage that the study is performed non-invasively [13]. According to different data, depending on the
nosology, the sensitivity of the method is 83-91%, the specificity is 95-99% [19, 20, 21].

The use of confocal laser scanning in vivo microscopy in dermatology is today considered to be one of the most promising methods, despite the fact that it has a number of disadvantages (obtaining relatively surface images up to 200 μm, which limits the possibility of studying deeper layers of the skin, images, the high cost of equipment and its operation and, as a consequence, inaccessibility for a larger number of dermatologists) [14].

In comparison with conventional light microscopy, the advantages of the method are high-contrast images with high resolution, their three-dimensional reconstruction, digital processing of the data obtained, as well as the possibility of conducting research in dynamics and, directly, at the patient's bed due to the portability of the device [14, 15]. One of the advantages of the method is the ability to detect and quantify Demodex folliculorum on the face skin of patients with rosacea, count the number of mites and follicles per unit area [22]. Sattler E.S. et al. (2012), examining the skin of patients with rosacea, described the presence of Demodex in the form of rounded or long conical structures [22]. Kojima T. et al., (2011) demonstrated the use of confocal laser scanning in vivo microscopy for the diagnosis of eye demodecosis [23]. The authors managed to find ticks in the terminal of the bulb of the eyelashes, inflammatory infiltrates around the meibomian glands and conjunctiva.

Thus, according to the scientific literature, confocal laser scanning in vivo microscopy is a non-invasive and rapid method for detecting Demodex mites, exceeding the standard methods of investigation [24].

Despite the sufficient amount of scientific material on the study of dermatoses accompanied by papulopustular eruptions, it is important to search for non-traumatic and reliable methods of assessing skin changes. One of the modern methods is the use of a confocal laser scanning in vivo microscope. Confocal laser scanning in vivo microscopy is an innovative method whose advantages are non-invasiveness and high informativeness. This method for the study of papulopustular dermatoses and detection of mites was not previously used, although the use of non-invasive techniques is always considered to be a priority in medicine.

The available methods for diagnosing demodecosis do not meet the requirements of modern medicine, they do not guarantee the absolute reliability of the test results, and they are often traumatic and not objective. In this case, an alternative direction in modern instrumental diagnostics can be confocal laser scanning in vivo microscopy, which will identify mites of the genus Demodex non-invasively with a high percentage of reliability.
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